STARZ PARTNERS WITH ALLIANCE OF WOMEN
DIRECTORS TO INCREASE REPRESENTATION OF
FEMALE DIRECTORS AS PART OF ITS
#TAKETHELEAD INITIATIVE
Program Builds on Existing Commitment to Staff First-Time
Episodic Directors
Santa Monica, Calif. – April 9, 2021 – STARZ President and CEO Jeffrey Hirsch announced
today during the company’s first #TakeTheLead “Transparency Talk” that it will partner with
Alliance of Women Directors (AWD) to increase representation of female directors through the
STARZ #TakeTheLead Directors Program. The partnership includes a commitment to staff
emerging episodic directors for their first television directing assignment.
“We’re proud of the opportunities we’ve created for female and diverse directors thus far, but
know there is more we can do,” said Hirsch. “We dedicated our first ‘Transparency Talk’ to shine
a light on how important it is to have representation behind the camera, and we’re thrilled to
launch STARZ #TakeTheLead Directors Program with AWD. Since mentoring programs don’t
always materialize into staff opportunities, we’re excited that this program includes a
commitment to not only support, but ultimately hire talented directors who just need an
opportunity to put their skills into action.”
“More women and people of color behind the camera translates to stories on screen that are
more authentic and reflective of our world,” said AnnaLea Arnold, Executive Director at AWD.
“By amplifying narratives by, about, and for women, STARZ is making impactful change in the
industry and has raised the bar of what inclusion looks like. We’re happy to be a partner on
STARZ’s #TakeTheLead initiative and look forward to creating even more opportunities for
women and people of color.”
AWD members can apply between May 1 and May 15 on the AWD website. Candidates will be
selected through an independent process and meet with STARZ Original Programming
executives and STARZ showrunners who will determine program participants. The program will
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be tailored to participants’ areas of development with finalists receiving a staff directing
assignment.
The “Transparency Talk,” hosted with AWD, examined the important measures that need to be
taken to continue increasing access and opportunity for more women and people of color to
direct. Panelists joining Hirsch and Arnold included Mignon Clyburn, former FCC Commissioner,
Diversity Champion and Lionsgate Board Member; Liz Hilton Segel, Managing Partner, North
America, McKinsey & Company; Tasha Smith, multi-faceted Actress, Director and Acting
Coach; and moderator Madelyn Hammond, Hammond & Associates who all weighed in on the
importance of hiring female and diverse directors. The discussion also included a look at
STARZ’s recent inclusion study done in partnership with UCLA’s Center for Scholars &
Storytellers, which revealed that it is pacing above industry averages when it comes to gender
and ethnic diversity in the director’s chair: 49.3% of its directors are people of color and 43.7%
are women. The report also showed that STARZ is exceeding industry averages by over 88%
for directing opportunities for women of color.
In an effort to inspire and engage others across the industry to #TakeTheLead, STARZ is
hosting a series of monthly “Transparency Talks” that brings relevant discussions to the
forefront with organizations and members of key organizations including the ACLU of Southern
California, Producers Guild of America, Writers Guild of America, California Film Commission,
The LatinX House and more. The second “Transparency Talk” is scheduled for Thursday, May
13 with the series culminating with the first-ever STARZ Summit, a day that will showcase the
company’s creative diversity and commitment to the next generation of diverse voices.
STARZ recently launched its #TakeTheLead initiative, the company’s comprehensive effort to
deepen its existing commitment to narratives by, about and for women and underrepresented
audiences. The network released the aforementioned study as part of the initiative that revealed
STARZ leads the industry with 63.2% series leads who are people of color, 54.6% female
showrunners and a 75% female executive team.
Follow STARZ #TakeTheLead on Social
Twitter: @STZTakeTheLead
Instagram: @STARZTakeTheLead
Join the conversation with #TakeTheLead
Download STARZ #TakeTheLead Assets
STARZ #TakeTheLead Video, Report Highlights and Full Report:
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/bpuada1r5jk5tpo/AADmHzli-Qu1W_SuIMQ7f9rla?dl=0
View STARZ #TakeTheLead Video Here
Embed link: <iframe src='https://www.starz.com/videos/embed/f38b0236-be55-461e-92d55ba7bc62015e?footer=false&cid=1178873' width='640px' height='360px' frameborder='0'
allowfullscreen="true" webkitallowfullscreen="true" mozallowfullscreen="true"></iframe>
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About STARZ
STARZ (www.starz.com), a Lionsgate company, is a leading global media streaming platform
committed to delivering premium content that amplifies narratives by, about and for women and
underrepresented audiences. STARZ is home to the highly-rated and first-of-its-kind STARZ
app that offers the ability to stream or download STARZ premium content, as well as the
flagship domestic STARZ service, including STARZ ENCORE, 17 premium pay TV channels,
and the associated on-demand and online services. In 2018, STARZ launched its STARZPLAY
international premium streaming platform to provide subscribers access to the “best of global
SVOD.” STARZPLAY, coupled with its STARZPLAY ARABIA joint venture, has expanded its
global footprint into more than 55 countries throughout Europe and Latin America along with
Canada, Japan, India and Indonesia. STARZ and STARZPLAY are available across digital
OTT platforms and multichannel video distributors, including cable operators, satellite television
providers, and telecommunications companies around the world. In February 2021, STARZ
launched #TakeTheLead, a multi-faceted and innovative inclusion initiative expanding its
existing efforts to improve representation on screen, behind the camera and throughout the
company.
®

About Alliance of Women Directors
Alliance of Women Directors (AWD) is a nonprofit, inclusive collective of professional womenidentifying and gender non-conforming directors who have joined together for career
advancement and to address the issues of inequality in the entertainment industry. AWD
increases opportunities for underrepresented directors through partnerships with industry
leaders and programs focused on craft enrichment, professional development and mentorship.
The AWD Advisory Board includes Jonathan Frank (Senior Vice President Current
Programming, FX Networks), Karen Horne (SVP, Enterprise Inclusion at WarnerMedia), Marc
Guggenheim (Executive Producer and Co-Creator for Arrow and DC’s Legends of Tomorrow),
Wendy Mericle (Jack & Bobby, Eli Stone and Arrow), LeeAnne Stables (Principal, Last Look
Marketing), Eric Feig (founder Eric Feig Entertainment & Media Law), Hilary Bibicoff (Holmes
Weinberg, PC), and Betty Thomas (Emmy winner and prolific producer/director of film and
television).
Learn more about AWD at https://www.allianceofwomendirectors.org/
Follow AWD on social media: Twitter @AWD_Directors, Instagram @AWD_Directors,
Facebook @AllianceofWomenDirectors
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